
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
between 

Mission Business Academy 
and 

------------- 

 
This Memorandum of Understanding(MOU)is made between Mission Business Academy (hereinafter referred as 

“MBASB”) and __________________(hereinafter referred as “_______”)  

 

WHEREAS MBASB and ______ wish to promote academic exchanges and develop academic collaborations to 

be mutual benefit to their students and academy. 

 

WHEREAS MBASB and ______ agree to establish terms and conditions to apply to this Memorandum of 

Understanding. 

 

Now THERFORE both parties propose the academic exchanges to enhance their collaborative projects/ activities 

as follows; 

 

1. Provide pathways for further studies and study at Mission Business Academy. The number of student 

is negotiable between both parties. 

2. Provide students with talented internship opportunities and reasonable allowances. 

 
Both MBASB and _____ understand that any subsequent financial involvement shall have to be discussed on 

each activity basis. Details of specific cooperative with each specific project/activity. In addition, it deems to 

appoint an appropriate person of each party to coordinate in the development and implementation of the project/ 

activity based on this MOU. 

 

This MOU will be effective upon approval by both parties and shall be valid for a period of two years. It shall be 

automatically extended for every two years unless either party gives a notification. It may be terminated by mutual 

consent of a written notice three months prior to the specified termination date. 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the duly authorized representatives of both parties hereunder put their signatures to 

validate this MOU. 

 

 

 

———————————————       ———————————————— 
MBASB        

Rita Lugom                     

Deputy Dean of MBASB      
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